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EUROLAB is a not-for-profit organisation composed of 23 natio-

nal associations all over the Europe. Grouping over 2,000 labo-

ratories and conformity and representing over 100,000 technical 

experts and laboratory practitioners.

EUROLAB General Objective

To promote cost-effective testing, calibration and measurement 

services, for which the accuracy and quality assurance require-

ments are adjusted to the actual needs.

Key Objectives:

* Representation by formulating and voicing the opinion of la-

boratories regarding economic, political and technical issues 

having a direct impact on laboratories’ activities both on the 

European scene and world-wide.

* Co-ordination by interfacing with organisations having activi-

ties of interest to the laboratory community, and striving to 

avoid duplication of efforts and activities.

* EUROLAB should be the major multisectoral and horizontal 

forum for the circulation and exchange of information and 

experience in development of:

* Test, measurement and analytical methods

* The use of test and analytical results in the implementa-

tion of legislation and directives, in product certification 

and acceptance, and in technical evaluations

* New measurement and testing techniques for example 

within the EC framework programmes, as well as

* Quality assurance measures
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Dear Reader, 

Please find herein a condensed summary of activities in 2013. 

Although quantitative indicators are not the measure of success 

we can report that EUROLAB aisbl distributed to its members 71 

messages and 53 documents while approximately 700 messages 

and 1000 documents were exchanged within the EUROLAB aisbl 

management and   externally.  

 

EUROLAB aisbl is active in a number of international organisa-

tions and closely cooperates with similar international organi-

sations namely CEOC International and IFIA. Among others the 

following topics were in focus in 2013:

 

Jiří Sobola 
EUROLAB President 

FOREWORD BY 
THE PRESIDENT

* Promotion of third party services

* Measurement traceability, use of accredited and non-accre-

dited, external and internal calibrations

* Preparations for revision of ISO / IEC 17025 General require-

ments on competence of testing and calibration laboratories

* Use of laboratory services for inspection

* Accreditation for notification

* Stand alone accreditation for sampling according to ISO / IEC 

17025 or ISO / IEC 17020

* Revisions and new standards ISO / IEC 17xxx

* Interpretation of test results in test reports

* Quality systems in laboratories

* Expression of uncertainty

* Use of ISO CASCO Toolbox by regulators

* Revision of the Blue Guide issued by the EC

* Use of laboratory services for market surveillance

* Assistance to metrology and calibration laboratories

* Accreditation of laboratories with special scope of activities 

(forensic, clinical, antidoping, environmental, etc.)

* Promotion of the laboratory community within ILAC, IAF, ISO 

CASCO and EA

* Systematic research of opinions of the laboratory commu-

nity on subjects of general interest using structured questi-

onnaires, their evaluation and consolidated presentation of 

results at relevant levels. 

EUROLAB aisbl is dedicated to continue serving as a hub which 

provides National Members with up to date information from 

European and global sources and at the same time collects 

members’ opinions to provide qualified feedback to relevant 

parties. 

EUROLAB aisbl is fully aware that well established and compe-

tent laboratories form a key part of the business environment in 

each country, they facilitate competitiveness of industry and last 

but not least play an important role in protection of citizens and 

users.

EUROLAB aisbl thanks all experts and collaborators who contri-

buted to the success of EUROLAB aisbl in 2013 believing that 

even more effort will be required in 2014.
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EUROLAB‘s general objective is to promote 
cost-effective testing, calibration and measu-
rement services, for which the accuracy and 
quality assurance requirements are adjusted 
to the actual needs.

EUROLAB   
PROFILE

EUROLAB is a European federation of national associations, grou-

ping together accredited laboratories which represents and voices 

the opinion of measurement, testing and analytical laboratories 

regarding economic, political and technical issues having a direct 

impact on laboratories’ activities both on the European scene 

and worldwide. Any laboratory may join and become a member of 

this European community that EUROLAB represents by subscri-

bing to its national association.

WHAT WE DO 

* identification of areas of priority for the development  

of scientific and technical cooperation and exchange of infor-

mation in the field of testing, measurement, analytical and 

calibration activities

* cooperation for the development and interpretation of test 

methods, especially those relevant to EU Directives, Ag-

reements or European product certification schemes, as a 

contribution to the development and implementation of EN 

standards

* implementation and improvement of quality standards and 

systems for laboratories

* cooperation between laboratories and accreditation bodies 

on matters of common interest relating to laboratory accre-

ditation and cooperation on the training of staff.

EUROLAB - INFLUENCING THE REGULATORY AND  
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

EUROLAB represents testing, measurement and calibration labo-

ratories in 23 European Countries. It has proved very effective in 

influencing policy and regulation at the European level. Its voice 

on behalf of the measurement and testing laboratory communi-

ty in Europe is one which is heard and respected. It works with 

EA and ILAC and played a major part in developing, inter alia, a 

sensible policy on cross border accreditation under the EU Regu-

lation on Accreditation. It is currently engaged in influencing EU 

policies including those on conformity assessment and accre-

ditation of notified bodies. EUROLAB cooperates with EURA-

MET (European Association of National Metrology Institutes) 

and EURACHEM (A Focus for Analytical Chemistry in Europe) 

and has Memoranda of Understanding with CEOC International, 

EFNDT (European Federation for Non-Destructive Testing) and 

UILI (The Union Internationale des Laboratoires Indépendants). 

It is a member of NCSLI (The National Conference of Standards 

Laboratories International) in the USA. EUROLAB represents its 

members’ interests in influencing the development of internatio-

nal standards through its engagement with ISO CASCO and CEN 

CLC TC 1 and their constituent working groups and was instru-

mental in the decision not to revise ISO 17025 at this time.

Over 75% of regulations in EU countries now originate from the 

EU, implementing Directives which impact on businesses. Accre-

ditation, certification and conformity assessment in general like-

wise are now largely determined by European (and global) bodies. 

Small and medium sized businesses find it very difficult, if not 

impossible to influence these matters. 

EUROLAB has produced a number of ‘cookbooks’ on laboratory operations and 
procedures. They offer straightforward guidance and are excellent training materi-
als for metrologists and laboratory practitioners at the start of their careers or for 
newly starting businesses. 
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Membership of EUROLAB brings many benefits to your laboratory and helps it to thrive in the 
European and global business environment of the 21st century.

MEMBERSHIP

EUROLAB federates the national associations of laboratories 

involved in research and development, technical evaluation and 

conformity assessment services based on measurements, testing 

and analyses of materials, products or equipment, in order to 

provide an organized interface at the European level between this 

community of laboratories and all other parties having an interest 

in these fields.

Criteria
Active members
Admission as an active member is open to : one legal not-for-

profit entity per member of the European Union (EU) or the Euro-

pean Free Trade Association (EFTA) which has been constituted 

under the laws and regulations of its country of origin and which 

has demonstrated its representative character concerning  public 

and private measurement, testing and analytical laboratories 

within its national community,

Associated members
Admission as an associated member is open to : one legal not-

for-profit entity per country from countries eligible for member-

ship to the European Union or EFTA, which has been constituted 

under the laws and regulations of its country of origin and which 

has demonstrated its representative character of public and 

private measurement, testing and analytical laboratories within 

its national community,

International affiliates
Admission as an international affiliate is open to : legal entities 

or associations or groups of organisations constituted under the 

laws and regulations of their country of origin not eligible for acti-

ve or associated membership and being interested in measure-

ment, testing and analytical activities.

EUROLAB's key objectives – members’ benefits

* Creating awareness among public and political authorities, industry and other business partners of the work of the measuring, 

calibration, testing, inspection and certification sector.

* Representation by formulating and voicing the opinion of European laboratories regarding political and technical issues having a 

direct impact on laboratories‘ activities both on the European scene and worldwide

* Coordination by interfacing with all European organisations having activities of interest to the laboratory community, and striving 

to avoid duplication of efforts and activities.

* Action by providing adequate means for exchange of information and experience, such as the publication of Position Papers,   Tech-

nical Reports, Newsletters; Seminars, and Working Groups and through our website.

* Promoting cost-effective testing, calibration and measurement services, for which the accuracy and quality assurance requirements 

are adjusted to the actual needs. 
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EUROLAB HIGHLIGHTS
Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package

FORCE Technology – EUROLAB / CEOC International 
meeting with Mrs. Schaldemose

CEOC International and EUROLAB hosted a meeting with Chris-

tel Schaldemose (MEP) rapporteur responsible for the proposal 

for a new regulation on consumer product safety, kindly hosted 

by FORCE Technology. During the meeting Mrs. Schaldemose 

discussed the involvement of independent 3rd parties and testing 

laboratories in product safety legislation with FORCE Technology 

experts and CEOC International and EUROLAB representatives.

Medical Devices Directive

March 2013 - CEOC International, EUROLAB and IFIA Position on the Proposal for a Regulation on Medical Devices 

CEOC International, EUROLAB and IFIA welcomed the Proposal for a Regulation on medical devices, published on 26th 

September 2012, aimed at revising Medical Devices legislation. The following points, in particular, will increase the safe-

ty of medical devices in the European market and will substantially improve European health and consumer protection: 

* the proposed strengthening of the role of notified bodies within the overall system as independent control and sur-

veillance bodies

* further development of product verification

* more intensive market surveillance

Proposals for Regulations on consumer safety 
and market surveillance adopted by the Euro-
pean Commission on 13th February 2013.
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In June 2013 CEOC International, EUROLAB and IFIA pub-
lished our common position paper on the Product Safety 
and Market Surveillance Package

In response to the adoption of the proposal for new regulations 

on product safety and market surveillance, EUROLAB, CEOC 

International and IFIA joined forces to publish a common position 

paper. EUROLAB, CEOC International and IFIA and supported the 

European Commission’s proposals to use the competence, exper-

tise and infrastructure of conformity assessment bodies (CABs). 

CABs are present all over the world and can therefore be used to 

complement the limited resources of the public authorities, espe-

cially during a financial crisis. Additionally, we support member 

states by using the precautionary principle to protect them from 

any risk or harm.

Jiří Sobola , the EUROLAB President together with the 
CEOC International and IFIA presidents handed over 
their common position paper “European Parliament 
seeks to enhance product safety in Europe” to Neven 
Mimica, the European Commissioner for Consumer 
Policy , and to Malcolm Harbour, Chairman of the Euro-
pean Parliament’s Internal Market and Consumer Pro-
tection Committee during the CEOC-EUROLAB-IFIA 
International Safety Seminar 2013 “Safer Products 
and Industrial Installations in a Globalising World”.  

The common position paper welcomes the enhancement of 

duties of economic operators, and suggests that, to ensure that 

product legislation in Europe is uniformly applied by all parties 

involved, both proposals (on the Product Safety and Market 

Surveillance Regulations) are aligned as much as possible to the 

provisions of the goods package. Additionally the three organi-

sations outlined in their position paper the characteristics that 

a “European safety marking” (in case it will be adopted) should 

have in order to ensure a robust and functioning system that 

provides added value to the consumers.

CEOC International - EUROLAB - IFIA position on 
the Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package

CEOC International - EUROLAB - IFIA Position 
Paper ´European Parliament seeks to enhance 
product safety in Europe`
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CEOC International
CEOC International – the International Confederation of Inspection and Certification 

Organisations – was founded in 1961 and acts as the voice of the inspection and certification 

sector at EU and international levels. Its headquarters are based in Brussels. The 

confederation represents the joint interests of many of the world’s leading inspection and 

certification companies, employing more than 111,000 highly qualified persons, of which over 

60,000 are graduate engineers and technicians. Our members are involved world wide in the 

periodical inspection of technical installations as well as the certification of new products and 

services to protect the workers and citizens of Europe against unsafe products and technical 

installations.

Closer cooperation between the two organisations was officially established by the Memoran-

dum of Understanding, which was signed in April 2010. As of 1st January 2011, the EUROLAB 

Secretariat has been transferred to the CEOC International office, followed by the Technical 

Committee on Quality Assurance in Testing and Calibration (1st January 2012). CEOC Interna-

tional and EUROLAB would now work together in the Joint Technical Committee on Product 

Testing and Certification,  chaired by EUROLAB (Philippe Dewolfs, BELAB) and CEOC Inter-

national (Christian Priller, TÜV SÜD). Both associations had already been working together on 

the various issues arising from the political agenda of the European institutions. Our coope-

ration has led to the publication of commom position papers in the field of medical devices, 

product safety and market surveillance.

IFIA
IFIA – International Federation of Inspection Agen-

cies – founded in 1982, IFIA is a trade association 

that represents more than 40 of the world’s leading 

international testing, inspection and certification 

companies. These have a combined turnover of 

over €14 billion and over 220,000 employees. IFIA 

aims to improve the methods, standards, safety 

procedures and rules used by its members for the 

benefit of both them and their stakeholders. IFIA 

members’ activities encompass every aspect of 

inspection, certification and related testing. IFIA 

members agree to uphold the highest standards of 

quality and integrity by applying appropriate tech-

nical and professional standards for all aspects 

of their work, implementing quality assurances 

programmes throughout their organisations, imple-

menting appropriate methods of technical training 

and assessment, adhering to all applicable safety 

conventions and IFIA’s guidelines and adhering to 

IFIA’s Compliance Code. Please see www.ifia-fede-

ration.org for further information about the wide 

range of IFIA activities.

EUROLAB Briefing No. 03 on the first stakeholder meeting

Blue Guide

The aim of the Blue Guide is to 
ensure as much common under-
standing as possible of the New 
Legislative Framework, so as to 
facilitate the effective imple-
mentation by all concerned. This 
document now has to be revised 
to include new EU legislation; 
hence the inclusion of some new 
and completely revised chapters 
in the draft document. 

Revision of the Blue Guide
 

In September 2012 the European Commission, DG Enterprise and Indust-

ry, launched the revision of the Blue Guide. Several stakeholder meetings 

were held, all of which EUROLAB representatives attended. During the 

process EUROLAB, together with CEOC International, stayed in close 

contact with the respective Directorate General in order to express their 

willingness to participate in the process. EUROLAB and CEOC Interna-

tional formed several working groups and online meetings / telephone 

conferences so that they would be prepared for, and able to, revise the 

chapters of relevance to the sector. In total, five groups with 38 experts 

were set up. On 1st March the European Commission, DG Enterprise 

and Industry, presented the first draft of the revised Blue Guide during 

a stakeholder meeting, to which EUROLAB and CEOC International were 

invited. During the meeting the two associations presented their joint 

comments, which were well received. At the final stakeholder meeting in 

November 2013 the European Commission presented their revised draft. 

Once again EUROLAB submitted its comments. The final version of the 

Blue Guide is scheduled to be published in early 2014. 
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UILI

ILAC P10 - Policy on the Traceability of 
Measurement Results

EUROLAB was greatly concerned about the wording of the docu-

ment ILAC P10 - Policy on the Traceability of Measurement 

Results, in particular about the provisions for in-house calibra-

tion. EUROLAB therefore contacted the chairman of the ILAC 

Laboratory Committee explaining the difficulty of the situati-

on and the consequences this document will likely have on the 

laboratory community. Despite the concerns of EUROLAB (which 

were also supported by CEOC International), the document was 

approved by the ILAC members. EUROLAB therefore decided to 

get in touch with European National Accreditation Bodies (NABs) 

in order to discuss with them the possible future implications of 

this new requirements. It is highly likely that the various NABs 

will interpret the document in different ways. In order to avoid 

this situation EUROLAB decided to raise the issue also in the EA 

Advisory Committee and in the Laboratory Committees of EA and 

ILAC, asking the committees to contribute to a harmonised imple-

mentation of the new requirements. Finally it was decided to coll-

ect examples among the EUROLAB members of how ILAC P10 is 

used in practice. This exercise will be conducted once the policy, 

which entered into force in January 2014, will have been in place 

for more than a year. 

UILI was founded on 13th March 1959 in Paris and it is the worldwide 

organisation for testing and calibration laboratories, and for scientific 

consultants. UILI represents their professional and commercial interests on an 

international basis.

 
Memorandum of Understanding signed between EUROLAB and UILI

In order to develop ties of cooperation, avoid duplication of activities and to 

organise regular consultation on policy matters, EUROLAB and UILI (The Union 

Internationale des Laboratoires Indépendants) agreed to start a collaboration 

by signing a  Memorandum of Understanding during the EUROLAB General 

Assembly on 09 April in Woerden. 

The first meeting of the EUROLAB-UILI working group took place on Monday 

08th April in Woerden. The group emphasized the importance of the 

mutual cooperation especially in the technical issues. José Luis Sanchez  

(EUROLAB Board member, Spain) has been appointed as a coordinator of the 

newly established group which met again in November in Barcelona during the 

UILI General Assembly.

Manahen Fernández Alonso, UILI Presiden, 
Jiří Sobola, EUROLAB President

EUROLAB letter on ILAC P10 to the chairman of ILAC LC

EUROLAB—UILI working group, DARE!, Woerden
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On 27th November 2013, during the 4th International Safety Semi-

nar,  EUROLAB, CEOC International and IFIA Presidents handed 

over their common position paper “European Parliament seeks 

to enhance product safety in Europe” to Neven Mimica, the 

European Commissioner for Consumer Policy , and to Malcolm 

Harbour, Chairman of the European Parliament’s Internal Market 

and Consumer Protection Committee.

The International Confederation of Inspection and Certifica-

tion Organisations (CEOC International) in association with the 

European Federation of National Associations of Measurement, 

Testing and Analytical Laboratories (EUROLAB) and the Interna-

tional Federation of Inspection Agencies (IFIA) organised the 4th 

International Safety Seminar 2013 on “Safer Products and Indus-

trial Installations in a Globalising World” at the Residence Palace 

in Brussels.

With respect to the draft legislation on the Product Safety and 

Market Surveillance Package which is currently being discussed, 

the EUROLAB, CEOC International, and IFIA common positi-

on paper “European Parliament seeks to enhance product safe-

ty in Europe” welcomes the enhancement of duties of economic 

operators, and suggests that to ensure that product legislati-

on in Europe is uniformly applied by all parties involved, both 

proposals (on the Product Safety and Market Surveillance Regu-

lations) are aligned as much as possible to the provisions of the 

goods package. Additionally the three organisations outlined in 

their position paper the characteristics that a “European safe-

ty marking” (if adopted) should have in order to ensure a robust 

and functioning system that provides added value to the consu-

mers. The 4th International Safety Seminar 2013 was opened by 

Malcolm Harbour, Internal Market and Consumer Protection 

Committee Chairman, European Parliament, being followed by 

two main sessions touching upon industrial and consumer safe-

ty. The first session on industrial safety was chaired by Richard 

CEOC-EUROLAB-IFIA  
INTERNATIONAL  
SAFETY SEMINAR 2013

“Safer Products and Industrial Installations in a Globalising World”

Nelson, IFIA President, and included panellists coming from the 

testing, inspection and certification sector as well as from acade-

my and industry. Paul Cartwright (Managing Director, Chilworth 

Holdings Ltd/DEKRA) gave a presentation on the added value of 

testing, inspection and certification in process safety.

Estelle Clark (Group Safety and Business Assurance Director, 

Lloyd’s Register) highlighted the importance of the safety culture 

that supports the mission to uphold the safety of life, proper-

ty and the environment. Philippe Portalier (Standardisation and 

Technical Policy Manager, Orgalime) presented the manufactu-

rers’ point of view on both industrial and consumer safety. The 

final speaker of the first session, Bastien Caillard (Project Mana-

ger, European Technology Platform on Industrial Safety) spoke 

about the Safe Life Extension management of aged infrastructu-

res networks and industrial plants project as well as about Indust-

rial Safety in Horizon 2020.

Jiří Sobolda 
EUROLAB President
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The main focus of the next session was consumer safety, which was chaired by 

Jiří Sobola, EUROLAB President. Magnus Holmgren (Quality Manger, SP-Techni-

cal Research Institute of Sweden, EUROLAB Sverige) explained the importance 

of product testing. Stephen Russell (Secretary General, ANEC – The European 

consumer voice in standardisation) informed participants about ANEC’s view 

on adopted proposals on the Consumer Product Safety and Market Surveillance 

Regulations. Gitte Schøjtz (Chairwoman UL/IFIA Consumer Products Commit-

tee) presented the IFIA 2013 Study on consumer product safety in Europe. The 

aim of the study was to gauge the effectiveness of securing safety of consu-

mer products, comparing the self-declaration system and 3rd party testing 

and certification. The conclusion of the study clearly shows that for products 

where compliance with safety standards is assessed by an accredited, inde-

pendent third-party the percentage of non-compliant/faulty products averages 

25% in comparison to 82% of non-compliant/faulty products where compliance 

with safety standards is “self-declared”. The session was concluded by Jens 

Butenandt (Vice President/Director at TÜV SÜD Product Service GmbH) who 

explained how different markets ensure consumer product safety, in particu-

lar focusing on North America, China, Brazil and the Custom Union of Belarus, 

Kazakhstan and Russia.

The well attended event was concluded by the key note speech of Neven Mimi-

ca, European Commissioner for Consumer Policy, in which he noted that “Your 

members can play an important role in relation to the overall level of safe-

ty of products on the market. You can cooperate with national authorities and 

promote your services to companies, encouraging them to test products before 

placing them on the market.”

Magnus Holmgren (EUROLAB Sverige as 
speaker during the Safety Seminar)

EUROLAB Board member Ömer Güzel (TURKLAB)

Jiri Sobola (EUROLAB President), Neven Mimica (EC Commissioner for Consumer Policy), Richard Nelson (IFIA President) and Simo Hassi (CEOC International President)
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Simo Hassi (CEOC International President), Malcolm Harbour (IMCO Chairman), Jiri Sobola (EUROLAB President), Richard Nelson (IFIA President) 
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CZECH REPUBLIC
EUROLAB CZ member TZÚS Praha organised a semi-

nar on "Evaluation of Buildings 2013”, which was held 

at the TZÚS premises in Prague on 7th November 2013. 

The seminar focused on news and practices in the 

assessment of buildings in terms of energy intensity, 

acoustic, fire, qualitative properties and the legislative 

background of the entire sector, with an emphasis on 

the experience in applying the Construction Products 

Regulation (CPR). 

DENMARK
Eurolab Denmark arranged meetings in 3 of its specific networks: 

a. Eurolab Denmark Network for Quality Assurance & Accreditation: “Procedures – what and when? (Interpreta-

tion of standards’ requirements)”

b. Eurolab Denmark Network on Analytical Chemistry: “Developments within analytical techniques”

c.  Eurolab Denmark Network for Microbiology: “Reliability of results from microbiological testings”

GERMANY
The 26th annual members’ meeting of EUROLAB-D which was convened on 17th April 2013 focused on the transfer of the administra-

tive secretariat from BAM to the VMPA (Verband der Materialprüfungsanstalten e.V.) (Association of materials testing institutes) at the 

beginning of next year. Manfred Hennecke stressed that BAM will, however, continue to support the new secretariat in technical matters.  

In connection with the annual members’ meeting EUROLAB-D had organized the 19th colloquium on 17th April entitled “EUROLAB-

Deutschland undergoing transformation”. The introductory lecture was held by Heidelinde Fiege (DIBt) who outlined the legal frame-

work of the notification process in Germany, the special requirements, the most important changes of the notification process and 

explained the relevant transitional arrangements. In the second lecture Manfred Golze (BAM) reviewed the successful activities of 

FRANCE
EUROLAB France organised its General Assembly on 26th March 2013 in the presence of a representative of the French Ministry of 

Industry. Besides the statutory subjects, attention was also paid to the good work of the working groups.

COFRAC (The French accreditation body) organizes meetings with accredited laboratories on a regular basis, in order to inform them 

about current issues. These meetings, called “Forum for Laboratories”, gathers several hundred laboratories of different sizes and 

activities. Eurolab France is represented by two seats at COFRAC’s board (the laboratory directors will represent both their company 

as well as Eurolab France). Eurolab France had been invited by COFRAC’s Managing Director to give a speech during the “Forum for 

Laboratories” meeting at the end of June 2013. Eurolab France was represented by the Vice-President and the convener of the national 

association’s quality working group. In their speech, they highlighted the positive developments in the French accreditation body (such 

as the extensive use of flexible ranges) and identified issues for improvements (such as uncertainty about the audit durations).

Aimé Ostrowsky and Philippe Laurent, received the LNE Research Award for 2013. On Friday, 15th November  Jean-Luc Laurent, Director 

General of Laboratoire National de Métrologie et d’Essais (LNE ) handed the 5th LNE Research Prize to Aimé Ostrowsky, research engi-

neer at the Laboratoire National Henri Becquerel (LIST / CEA) and to Philippe Laurent, Research Engineer Laboratory Systems reference 

Time-Space (Observatoire de Paris) for their overall work. 
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ITALY
At their meeting of 24th January the Board of Directors of ALPI, the Italian Association of Test Institutes and 

Certification Bodies, approved a new structure of ALPI’s operating organization. Three technical sections 

have been created: a) Voluntary Certification Schemes according to voluntary standards, Product or QMS;

  b) Regulated Certification Schemes according to Italian Laws or EU Directives,

  c) Accredited Testing and Calibration Laboratories

The ALPI Board reconfirmed its association with EUROLAB and the incentive to renew their collaborati-

on. In this context two ALPI events in Milano (Italian Test and Calibration Laboratories in the European 

context - differences and perspectives) and Torino (Characterization of Materials - resource for innovation 

and competitiveness) were supported by EUROLAB Board member Jan Basten as a speaker.

PORTUGAL
RELACRE was invited by UNIDO (United Nations Industrial Development Organization) to participate in 

meetings, a seminar and a workshop promoted by UNIDO Mozambique and the European Union. The events 

took place from 20th – 22nd May 2013 in Maputo, Mozambique. The seminar was organized by INNOQ (Mozam-

bique Standardization Body) aiming to promote the Metrology Day, while the workshop was supported by the 

Mozambique Health Ministry and by Mozambique Association of Laboratories (ALM).

During a visit to Lisbon of the ALM President, Paula Mandlaze, RELACRE signed a MoU with ALM, starting a joint project of co-operati-

on supported by UNIDO Office in Mozambique.

On 4th June RELACRE organized a workshop to discuss “Health and Safety in Laboratories” at the RELACRE offices in Lisbon. During 

the event the EUROLAB Health and Safety Handbook was presented and distributed to RELACRE members. Presentations were given 

by laboratory experts from several types of testing laboratories. The keynote speaker at the workshop was EUROLAB Board member Jan 

Basten, who presented the view and the motivation of FENELAB to develop and promote this OHS issue at European level. It was also an 

opportunity to present to the Portuguese associates of RELACRE an overview of EUROLAB objectives and aims and its role in Europe.   

EUROLAB both at the national and European level. Michael Koch (University of Stuttgart), chairman of the German Committee for 

Chemical Analysis (EDAC) addressed the most important contributions of EUROLAB-D to EURACHEM and Elke Gehrke (Stiftung 

Warentest) reported on the activities of the German Committee for Quality Management (EDAQ) which is the German mirror group of 

the EUROLAB TCQA. In the final lecture Manfred Hennecke, the chairman of EUROLAB-D, examined various future fields of activities 

for EUROLAB-D. At the national level EUROLAB-D should – through its cooperation in various committees and councils - contribute to 

a consolidation of the German accreditation body and its rules and regulations which requires a better coordination of positions of the 

various associations involved. 

INNOQ seminar in Maputo, Mozambique ALM - RELACRE workshop in Maputo, Mozambique

RELACRE workshop „Health and Safety in Laboratories“
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SWEDEN
EUROLAB/EURACHEM Sweden held its yearly spring meeting on 16th of May in Stockholm. Traditionally the 

spring meeting is devoted to discussions and information exchange between EUROLAB/EURACHEM Sweden 

and Swedac (the Swedish accreditation body). Among the issues that were raised during the discussion were: 

delivery time of decisions, handling times of non-conformities, booking of surveillances, IT-system for handling 

of non-conformities and the technical assessors. The discussions were very fruitful and Swedac promised to try 

to improve especially concerning the delivery times. A workshop and the annual meeting of EUROLAB/EURA-

CHEM Sweden concluded the event. 

EUROLAB Sweden organised its fall meeting on 20th November 2013 in Stockholm. During the event represen-

tatives from the industry addressed subjects such as: New Guidelines from the EURACHEM - Validation guide: 

validating or verifying, measurement interval; New EU Standards; Swedac and Swedish accreditation in an inter-

national perspective. The EUROLAB Board member, Peter Blinksbjerg (EUROLAB Denmark) gave a presentati-

on on EUROLAB´s activities and the development for conformity assessment bodies in a European perspective.

THE NETHERLANDS
Fenelab translated an ILAC/IAF video explaining accreditation and stressing the added value for the industry, 

government and end users worldwide into the Dutch language. ILAC and IAF strongly supported the idea and 

provided all raw material of the movie. The video can be used by Fenelab members and other parties to explain 

the importance and added value of accreditation. See the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLlZG6ip_R4

Fenelab organised its second General Assembly of the year on 12th December 2013, in Woerden, at the DARE!! 

offices. Among other subjects the agenda included the results and findings of the customers’ satisfaction survey 

on the role and functioning of the Dutch Accreditation Council. 

At 30th October 2013 Fenelab and the Dutch standardisation organisation NEN had a successful workshop on 

standardisation developments relevant for laboratories, conformity and inspection bodies. The NEN senior 

consultant Management Systems Dick Hortensius explained the new High Level Structure of ISO standards on 

management systems. RvA accreditation manager Ed Wieles pointed to remaining bumps in the international 

level playing field. Both EU and its member states still maintain requirements which are not covered by accre-

SPAIN
On 20th November 2013, FELAB (AELI / EUROLAB-Spain) organised a symposium on“Internationalization, 

Marketing and Tracking Legal and Technical Issues in the scope of the laboratories“. All presentations and 

introducing papers debated during the event are now available online on the EUROLAB-Spain website  

www.eurolab.org.es

ACUSTILAB (acoustic laboratory network of EUROLAB-Spain) organised the International Proficiency Testing 

Programme “AQUS-TUBE_IMPEDANCE_1” with one scope, “Determination of sound absorption coefficient and 

acoustic impedance in impedance tubes“, part 2: “Transfer-function method“according to UNE-EN ISO 10534-

2:2002.or ISO 10534-2:1998 standard. ACUSTILAB also organised the National Proficiency Testing Programme 

“AQUS-2013_3” that covering in midrange, the tests „in situ“ more used in the field of acoustics in building.

The Metrology & Calibration laboratory network of EUROLAB-Spain organised a National Proficiency Testing 

Programme in the scope of Instrumentation in Stations Vehicle Inspection.

FELAB (AELI/EUROLAB-Spain) organised in 2013 a set of training courses.  
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TURKEY
The Turkish Calibration and Test Laboratories Association TURKLAB supported the 1. ULAG Laboratory Accre-

ditation and Safety Symposium which was organized by the Istanbul branch of the Turkish Chamber of Chemical 

Engineers. The event took place on 16-18 May 2013 and had more than 500 participants.

TURKLAB held a practical training on calibration of volumetric glassware. The 2-day training session from 21 

March to 22 March 2013 was attended by the TURKLAB members.

TURKLAB was one of the beneficiaries of the TKAG Project, which aims to strengthen the quality infrastructure 

in Turkey. The project started in 2010 and was completed 2012. Currently the post-project monitoring and evalu-

ation work is done. The Integration GmbH team assigned to this job met with TURKLAB management represen-

tatives to get the idea for the project. 

UNITED KINGDOM

During the year the British Measurement and Testing Association (BMTA) organised five well attended semi-

nars: measurement for advanced manufacturing (March, Coventry); asbestos in schools and public buil-

dings (May, East Midlands); laboratory accreditation (with UKAS June, Teddington); fire safety testing (July, 

Warrington) and accredited and traceable measurement in medical laboratories (November, Cambridge). A 

further six seminars are planned for 2014. The Annual General Meeting was held in Warrington in July. Over 

the year BMTA’s membership increased to 102 companies and organisations.

ditation standards and/or not in use worldwide. Emile Croin of ALcontrol Labs pointed in his lecture at the cross problem that EN-ISO 

standards are not identical, because of national prefaces with differing recommendations. Arjan Veldhuizen of Eurofins and Jo Klaes-

sens of StatAlike discussed the still existing practical problems with the interpretations and applications of measurement uncertainties 

in chemical analysis. Drewin Nieuwenhuis of the CEOC International / EUROLAB General Secretariat presented topical developments 

relevant for testing and inspection bodies. 

TURKLAB practical training on calibration of volumetric glassware

Meeting to discuss the TKAG Project 1. ULAG Laboratory Accreditation and Safety Symposium
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EA 
 
EA General Assembly
EUROLAB President Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) attended the 

EA General Assemblies in Paris and Oslo, where he represented 

the interests of EUROLAB to the accreditation community. During 

the meetings the reports of all EA committees were presented.  

During the meeting in Oslo it was decided that EA will get a new 

logo, which will be presented to the members at the next General 

Assembly in May 2014 in Prague. EA also decided to devote more 

attention to the accreditation of notified bodies.

EA Laboratory Committee (EA LC)
The EUROLAB representatives Manfred Golze (EUROLAB 

Deutschland) and Irache Visiers (EUROLAB España) attended 

the EA LC meetings in Riga and in Brussels. Besides the discus-

sions on ILAC P10 on the traceability of measurement results the 

following topics were high on the committee’s agenda:

* Opinions and interpretations

* Accreditation of reference material producers (RMP)  

and proficiency test providers (PTP)

* Reissuance of test reports

* Sampling as a stand alone activity

EA Certification Committee (EA CC)
Wilfried Hinrichs (EUROLAB Deutschland), EUROLAB’s repre-

sentative in EA CC, reported that during the meeting in Madrid, 

EA CC stakeholders have for the first time been invited to the 

concluding session of the preparatory meeting in order to discuss 

comments and thus facilitating the achievement of consensus. 

One of the main issues of the meeting was the answers to the 

FAQs on ISO/ IEC 17021 and ISO IEC 17024.  

 
 
EA Inspection Committee (EA IC)
EUROLAB representative W. Hinrichs (EUROLAB Deutschland) 

informed the EUROLAB members that EA IC decided to draft a 

paper clarifying the difference between testing and inspection 

activities and to define which criteria should apply for both acti-

vities.  Another important topic was flexible scopes in inspection. 

However, no clear results have emerged from the discussions yet.

ACCREDITATION 

31st General Assembly - Paris, 29-30 May 2013
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EA Advisory Board (EAAB) and Conformity Assessment 
Bodies College (CAB College)
José Luis Sánchez (EUROLAB España) participated in the CAB 

College and EAAB meetings on behalf of EUROLAB. The main 

topics of these meetings were the updating of a document on the 

stakeholders’ (CABs, industry, National Authorities) expectations 

towards accreditation; EAAB’s strategic input in identifying areas 

to be focussed on by EA as well as new projects and work items; 

the reports from the EAAB MAC and HHC observers; the rela-

tions with other stakeholders; the ILAC P10 document; the lack 

of resources in small accreditation bodies; sampling as a stand-

alone conformity assessment activity; accreditation of opinions 

and interpretations. EUROLAB has agreed to conduct an inquiry 

among its members on the issue of reissuance of test reports. The 

results of this inquiry will be presented to the EAAB. 

copyright: Kilian Munch

EA Horizontal Harmonization Committee (EA HHC) 
Magnus Holmgren (EUROLAB Sverige) represents EUROLAB in 

the EA HHC. He reported that the committee 

* agreed that EA-3/09 should be withdrawn because the requi-

rements on surveillance and reassessment in the standard 

for accreditation bodies (ISO/IEC 17011) and in the ILAC/IAF 

guidance A5 on ISO/ IEC 17011 are clear enough.

* discussed the ILAC discussion paper on how to assess the 

requirement on “proven stability” in ISO/ IEC 17011.

* agreed on a new strategy regarding the evaluation and ac-

ceptance of conformity assessment schemes. In the future 

schemes will be evaluated by EA members and not any lon-

ger by EA.

* wants to develop an “accreditation for notification package”. 

The package will be meant to be used for assessing CABs in 

view of notification and will contain:

 - general information explaining the purpose of accre-  

 ditation for notification;

 - an improved table showing the mapping between 

 modules and standards;

* EA-2/17 and a communiqué on how to use it.

* approved the draft of the revision of EA 1/06.

* worked on the revision of EA 2/17.



OTHER MEETINGS
EUROLAB was also represented at the following accreditation 

related meetings:

* ARAC (Arab Accreditation) General Assembly

* Joint ILAC / IAF General Assembly

* IAF General Assembly

ILAC LC
The ILAC Laboratory Committee discussed among other things 

the added value of MRAs and ILAC P10 ILAC Policy on the 

Traceability of Measurement Results as well as reports submit-

ted by stakeholders. All participants were encouraged to coll-

ect examples of the use of ILAC P10. The majority of ILAC LC 

members were in favour of an early revision of ISO / IEC 17025 

General requirements for the competence of testing and cali-

bration laboratories. EUROLAB is clearly against an early revi-

sion of the standard and does not support the ILAC request 

to ISO CASCO to open a new work item to revise the standard 

comprehensively as soon as possible. 

ILAC
EUROLAB President Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 

represented EUROLAB at the following ILAC meetings: 

* ILAC  General Assembly

* ILAC Laboratory Committee (ILAC LC)

* ILAC Inspection Committee (ILAC IC)

* ILAC Arrangement Committee (ILAC ARC)

* ILAC Accreditation Issues Committee (ILAC AIC)

* ILAC Proficiency Testing (ILAC PT)

ILAC ARC
The ILAC Arrangement Committee is responsible for harmo-

nized implementation and continual improvement of the 

ILAC Arrangement. As such it looks after the revisions / 

reviews of both ISO CASCO standards and ILAC documents. 

In 2013 the committee dealt with the ISO CASCO standards 

ISO/ IEC 17000, ISO / IEC 17011, ISO / IEC 17050 as well as 

with the maintenance of the ILAC documents P4 ILAC Mutu-

al Recognition Arrangement (Arrangement): Policy Statement 

and P5 ILAC Mutual Recognition Arrangement (Arrangement). 

ILAC IC
The ILAC Inspection Committee also dealt with the possible 

revision of ISO / IEC 17025 General requirements for the compe-

tence of testing and calibration laboratories and with ILAC P9 

ILAC Policy for Participation in National and International Profi-

ciency Testing Activities. Additionally the committee discussed 

ILAC G19: Guidelines for Forensic Science Laboratories, a 

guidance document which provides guidance on when to use 

ISO / IEC 17020 and ISO / IEC 17025 in crime scene investiga-

tions. Other topics were the harmonised implementation of ISO 

/ IEC 17020, accreditation of sampling as a stand alone activity 

against ISO / IEC 17020, the definition of inspection scopes, the 

frequency of internal audits and on site observations as well as 

the overlapping of ISO / IEC 17020 and ISO / IEC 17025 which is 

an important issue to be resolved and where an active role for  

Eurolab is expected. 

ILAC AIC
The ILAC Accreditation Issues Committee clarified that ILAC 

P10 ILAC Policy on the Traceability of Measurement Results 

only applies to external calibrations. EUROLAB was invited to 

report any misinterpretations by accreditation bodies to ILAC. 

ILAC P9 ILAC Policy for Participation in National and Interna-

tional Proficiency Testing Activities was reopened in order to 

make clarifications for PT activities in inspections. ILAC AIC 

also encouraged all stakeholders to collect experiences from 

laboratories on how accreditation bodies are assessing inter-

nal calibration. 
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EUROLAB REPRESENTATIVES 

Committee

* EA

* ILAC

* Other meetings

Representative MEETING

IN EA, ILAC AND OTHER ACCREDITATION RELATED ORGANISATIONS AND COMMITTEES

EA General Assembly (GA) Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 29-30/05/2013 in Paris

20-22/11/2013 in Oslo

EA Laboratory Committee (LC) Manfred Golze (EUROLAB Deutschland) 07-08/03/2013 in Riga

Irache Visiers (EUROLAB España) 18-19/09/2013 in Brussels

EA Certification Committee (CC) Wilfried Hinrichs (EUROLAB Deutschland) (12-13/03/2013 in Belgrade)

01-02/10/2013 in Madrid

EA Inspection Committee (IC) Wilfried Hinrichs (EUROLAB Deutschland) (14/03/2013 in  Belgrade)

03/10/2013 in Madrid

EA Horizontal Harmonization Committee (HHC) Magnus Holmgren (EUROLAB Sverige) 19-20/03/2013 in Brussels

24-25/09/2013 in Brussels

Conformity Assessment Bodies College (CAB College) José Luis Sánchez (EUROLAB España) 17/04/2013 in Brussels

29/11/2013 in Brussels

EA Advisory Board (EAAB) José Luis Sánchez (EUROLAB España) 18/04/2013 in Brussels

30/11/2013 in Brussels

ILAC General Assembly (GA) Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 23-25/10/2013 in Seoul

Laboratory Committee (LC) Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 26/04/2013 in Frankfurt

22/10/2012 in Seoul

Inspection Committee (IC) Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 19/10/2013 in Seoul

Arrangement Committee (ARC) Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 21/10/2013 in Seoul 

Accreditation Committee (AIC) Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 20/10/2013 in Seoul

ARAC (Arab Accreditation) General Assembly Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 25-26/03/2013 in Marrakech

Joint ILAC / IAF General Assembly Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 24/10/2013 in Seoul

IAF General Assembly Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB – CZ) 23-25/10/2013 in Seoul
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Cook Books
The EUROLAB “Cook Books” are guidelines 

provided by TCQA on different matters of labo-

ratory accreditation that help laboratories to 

comply with ISO/ IEC 17025. Cook Book No. 17 

on Continuous improvement within Quality 

Management Systems was approved. All Cook 

Books can be found on the EUROLAB website. 

Members
The committee currently comprises 31 members from 19 coun-

tries. In 2013 two meetings were held, one on 8th April in Woer-

den, The Netherlands, and one on 7th October in Vienna, Austria. 

Organization
EUROLAB has revised its procedure for nominating delegates to 

European and international committees and working groups. In 

the future TCQA will play an important role in the nomination of 

EUROLAB representatives.

The committee approved a procedure for developing new TCQA documents. The procedure will apply to all types of TCQA documents. 

Generally, TCQA documents should give interpretations and / or examples of how to handle specific sections of ISO / IEC 17025 and / or 

EA Guides, or should describe useful tools, which the individual laboratory may implement in order to achieve improvements. 

The TCQA working group (WG) on the appropriate use of inter-laboratory comparisons (ILCs) and proficiency testing (PT) started its 

work in 2013 and presented its status reports during the TCQA meetings. 

TECHNICAL 
COMMITTEE  
ON QUALITY  
ASSURANCE IN 
TESTING AND 
CALIBRATION 
(TCQA)

Documents

EUROLAB Cook Book wheel
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Surveillance and reassessment of accredited CABs
TCQA launched an inquiry on Surveillance and Reassess-

ment of Accredited CABs. The results (deduced from the 

answers received from 12 different countries) showed a very 

divers situation across Europe regarding the validity of accre-

ditations ranging from 3 up to 10 years (in one country there 

is even no limitation at all). The first surveillance visit takes 

places after twelve months in almost all EUROLAB coun-

tries. After these initial twelve months the following surveil-

lance intervals are however very different across Europe, 

ranging from 12 to 24 months. The possibility of extending 

surveillance intervals due to proven stability is used in only 

five countries. Surveillance visits are in many countries as 

comprehensive as (re)accreditation assessments.

Keeping these results in mind, EUROLAB calls for the same 

surveillance intervals for all types of CABs, for the extension 

of surveillance intervals in case of proven stability, for taking 

into account successful participation in proficiency tests 

when determining the surveillance measures and for a shift 

in focus from formalistic to technical issues. 

Topics for metrology laboratories
A 2012 inquiry into the membership structure of EUROLAB show-

ed that a significant number of EUROLAB members are metrolo-

gy laboratories. EUROLAB considers that the development of the 

relations between metrology, testing and industry is strongly rela-

ted to the success of R&D. In fact, the EU’s new framework program-

me for research and innovation (Horizon2020) states its concern to 

promote the development of these bonds to build a roadmap for 

future competitiveness and to “bridge the gap between research and 

the market”. TCQA therefore drafted a questionnaire explicitly for 

metrology laboratories in order to find out how EUROLAB can better 

support their positions and views on both a European and an inter-

national level. The results of the inquiry will be presented in 2014.  

Reissuance of test reports
The question of whether or not a reissuance of test reports is allo-

wed has been discussed both within the TCQA and the EA Advisory 

Board (EAAB). EUROLAB has offered to conduct an inquiry among its 

members on order to find out more about the common practice. The 

inquiry will be prepared and carried out by the TCQA. The results will 

be presented during the 2014 EAAB Spring meeting. 

Inquiries

Guides / Technical Reports
During the Vienna meeting the TCQA members discussed a draft guideline for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Method Develop-

ment and Validation. The document had been prepared by a group of NMR experts from the German Federal Police Forensics Depart-

ment and has been made available to EUROLAB. The TCQA members agreed that this is a very useful document and that it should be 

published as a EUROLAB Technical Report.

Position Papers
A position paper on Accreditation and Notification has been published. The basis for this position paper was a 2012 inquiry among 

EUROLAB members on their experience with Regulation 765 /2008 on accreditation and market surveillance, which had entered into 

force in 2010. In this position paper EUROLAB encourages national EUROLAB organisations to claim an influential involvement in the 

general policies of their national accreditation bodies (NABs) as it is stipulated both in Regulation 765 / 2008 and in the standard ISO / 

IEC 17011 on requirements for accreditation bodies. To this end national EUROLABs should also establish links with the notifying autho-

rities in their countries. The paper calls for EUROLAB as a European federation to improve and strengthen its representation at all levels 

of EA.
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Reports from  
the EUROLAB  
representatives
The TCQA is EUROLAB’s platform for technical discussions on accreditation and 

standardisation as well as related issues. For this reason the EUROLAB representati-

ves in EA, ILAC, ISO and CEN committees report back to the TCQA and discuss with 

the other members the joint EUROLAB position on the various guides, standards and 

other documents that are of the laboratory community’s concern. Additionally the 

TCQA members also discuss topics that are being dealt with by other associations, 

joint committees and / or working groups (e.g. EURACHEM, UILI, EEE-PT, JTC PTC) in 

order to define areas in which they can work together. Thanks to this approach and the 

expert input provided by the members, TCQA, and therefore also EUROLAB as a whole, 

is always in a position to provide comments and feedback on current technical issues. 

Main focus areas
In addition to the general work of the European and international accreditation and 

standardisation organisations, the TCQA followed and discussed in particular

* the developments surrounding the revision and adoption of ILAC P10 on the tra-

ceability of measurement results,

* the question of whether or not  reissuance of test reports is allowed,

* an ILAC position paper on the frequency of surveillance audits, 

* the revision of the Blue Guide,

* opinions and interpretations in test reports,

* EUROLAB’s position on an earlier revision of ISO / IEC 17025.

Working Group meeting in Vienna
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In the previous year the committee had created a special working group on the appro-

priate use of ILCs and PTs. This working group has now presented the first results of 

its work and has identified, together with the TCQA, future steps. One main task for 

the working group will be to strengthen the relations with already existing groups and 

committees dealing with ILCs and PTs and to support the work of the EUROLAB dele-

gates in these groups and committees.

Meetings
08/04/2013 TCQA meeting in Woerden, The Netherlands hosted by Fenelab

07/10/2013  TCQA meeting in Vienna, Austria hosted by Austrolab

TCQA Chairman 
Manfred Golze 
EUROLAB Deutschland

TCQA Vice-chairman 
Irache Visiers 
EUROLAB España

TCQA meeting in Woerden TCQA meeting in Vienna
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One of this year’s JTC PTC projects was the revision of the Blue 

Guide, which is the guide to the implementation of directives 

based on the New Approach and the Global Approach. As key 

stakeholders in the TIC sector, both EUROLAB and CEOC Inter-

national were invited to comment on the European Commission’s 

draft of the Blue Guide. Despite the very short turnaround 

time for commenting, EUROLAB and CEOC International were 

nonetheless able to present their final comments at the second 

stakeholder meeting with the European Commission. No other 

organisations were able to achieve this. This was made possib-

le because of the efficient interworking of the two organisations 

who successfully managed, in less than a week, to set up five web-

based meetings under the umbrella of the JTC PTC. During the 3rd 

stakeholder meeting in October EUROLAB and CEOC Internati-

onal once again presented their members’ position on the Blue 

Guide. 

Another main issue on the JTC PTC’s agenda was the Product 

Safety and Market Surveillance Package. After the European 

Commission had presented their proposals for a regulation on 

consumer product safety and for a regulation on market surveil-

lance of products in February, the two rapporteurs in the Euro-

pean Parliament’s Internal Market and Consumer Protection 

Committee (IMCO) published their draft reports on the two legis-

lative proposals in June. While the original amendments to the 

proposals for a regulation on consumer product safety mentioned 

the idea of a CE+ marking, these amendments were later changed 

to include the concept of an ‘EU Safety Tested’ marking. These 

amendments were accepted by the European Parliament. The 

amended text will now have to be voted on in the Council befo-

re it can enter into force. EUROLAB, CEOC International and IFIA 

published two joint position papers on the Product Safety and 

Market Surveillance Package, in which they advocate the role of 

third party testing, inspection and certification for enhancing 

consumer safety, the involvement of laboratories and conformity 

assessment bodies (CABs) in the proposed Market Surveillance 

Forum and a clearer differentiation between CABs and Euro-

pean Union reference laboratories. The second position paper 

mainly focuses on the idea of an ‘EU Safety Tested’ marking. All 

three associations agree that if such a marking is to be introduced 

certain criteria will have to be fulfilled by the marking in order to 

ensure a robust system. 

Other significant EU policies for the committee were:
* the revision of the Medical Devices Directive (two joint CEOC-EUROLAB-IFIA position papers)

* the New Legislative Framework and the Alignment Package

* the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)

JOINT EUROLAB – CEOC  
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE  
ON PRODUCT TESTING  
AND CERTIFICATION 
 (JTC PTC)

Main focus areas:
EU Policies
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Standardisation
The JTC PTC has been closely following the work of ISO, in parti-

cular the ISO/ IEC 17020 Requirements for Inspection Bodies, 

ISO/ IEC 17065 Requirements for bodies certifying products, 

processes and services, ISO/ IEC 17067 Fundamentals of product 

certification and ISO/ IEC 17021 Requirements for bodies provi-

ding audit and certification of management systems standards. 

For the coming year the possible revision of ISO/IEC 17025 (an 

initiative put forward by ILAC) will be high on the JTC PTC agen-

da. All JTC PTC members agreed that they are not in favour of an 

early revision of the standard.

Meetings
22/03/2013  JTC PTC meeting in Prague, hosted by TZÚS and SZU  

 (with IFIA participation)

28/11/2013 JTC PTC meeting in Brussels  

 (with IFIA and EEPCA participation)

Accreditation
Regulation No. 765/2008 on the requirements for accreditation 

and market surveillance has now been in place for three years. 

This Regulation sets out stronger rules for the notifying of confor-

mity assessment bodies (CABs), e.g. by promoting the increa-

sed use of accreditation. The JTC PTC organised a questionnaire 

amongst its members to find out about their experiences so far 

with the Regulation. The results showed that the way in which the 

EU member states have been implementing this Regulation varies 

considerably and that further steps towards greater harmonisati-

on are necessary.  

The JTC PTC members have been actively following and participa-

ting in the work of the following EA committees:

* the Horizontal Harmonisation Committee (HHC)

* the Inspection Committee (IC)

* the Certification Committee (CC) 

* the EA Advisory Board (EAAB)

Also of special interest to the JTC PTC is the work of IAF and ILAC 

and, in particular, the ILAC P8 Use of accreditation symbols, ILAC 

P10 Traceability of Measurement Results documents and the 

guidance on the application of ISO/ IEC 17020. 

JTC PTC meeting in Brussels
CEOC International co-chair: 
Christian Piller 
TÜV SÜD

EUROLAB co-chair: 
Philippe Dewolfs 
BELAB
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COMMS

EUROLAB GENERAL  
SECRETARIAT IN BRUSSELS

The Communication committee promotes effective 

and appropriate communication and promotion of 

EUROLAB and its Technical Committees’ work.

The communication activities are made in conjunc-

tion with the EUROLAB Board and in close coope-

ration with  the EUROLAB General Secretariat. 

The key objective of the committee is to promo-

te cost-effective testing, calibration and measure-

ment services, for which the accuracy and quality 

assurance requirements areadjusted to the actual 

needs. 

The committee initiated the launch of the EURO-

LAB LinkedIn group in order to get closer to its 

members and provide them with a new platform 

for exchanging information and publishing EURO-

LAB position papers as well as other communica-

tion materials.

Co-Chair
Ömer Guzel 
EUROLAB Board member for Associate Members

Co-Chair
Jeff Llewellyn 
EUROLAB Vice-President 

Diana Popa, Drewin Nieuwenhuis, Dagmar Kotova, Laura Martin, Franziska Kassler
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The EUROLAB General Secretariat in Brussels first provides a 

platform for our members to discuss their issues of concern and 

to exchange information and viewpoints, and, secondly acts as a 

facilitator of members’ interests to the EU institutions. The Gene-

ral Secretariat also supports the Board of Administrators and the 

Technical Committees which provide expert input on key legislati-

ve or standardisation initiatives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Services provided by EUROLAB General Secretariat:

* representation in the EU Institutions;

* monitoring selected EU legislation;

* organising meetings / events

* publication of quarterly newsletter / position papers

The priority areas of focus for 2013 were:

* revision of the Blue Guide

* the Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package

EUROLAB Communication Activities

EUROLAB website: www.eurolab.org

EUROLAB Special Briefing EUROLAB Newsbriefing EUROLAB leaflet

EUROLAB LinkedIn Group
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2013

Jiří Sobola (EUROLAB - CZ) was re –elected unopposed as EURO-

LAB President together with Jeff Llewellyn (BMTA) who was stan-

ding for the position of the Vice-President and Jan Basten who 

was standing for re-election as Treasurer. 

The two other members of the Board of Administrators unani-

mously elected, for a two year term, were announced following the 

election during the General Assembly meeting. 

Mrs Ewa Bulska (POLLAB) joined the Board as a new member and 

Mr José Luis Sánchez (EUROLAB - España) was re-elected for a 

new term. 

Jiří Sobola as a newly re-elected President stated that he is looking 

forward to a fruitful cooperation with the new Board.

The European Federation of National Associations of Measurement, Testing and Analytical La-
boratories unanimously elected the President, Vice President, Treasurer and new members of the 
Board of Administrators at the Annual General Assembly in Woerden, the Netherlands. 
More than 32 delegates representing 19 different countries attended EUROLAB’s Annual General 
Assembly in Woerden on Tuesday 09th April 2013. 

NEW EUROLAB Board of Administrators

Magdalena Trajkovska Trpevska, MAKLAB President, Jiří Sobola, EUROLAB PresidentŠtefica Cerjan Stefanovid, CROLAB President, Jiří Sobola, EUROLAB President
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New EUROLAB members 

EUROLAB is pleased to welcome a new 

Associate member, MAKLAB, which represents 

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 

(FYROM) National Association of laboratories. 

With a new membership, EUROLAB is 

successfully fulfilling its goal to extend  

the European Laboratory Community.

CROLAB, EUROLAB’s Croatian member 

on accession to the European Union on1st 

July, 2013 upgraded its membership from 

Associated Member to an Active Member. 

The membership certificates were ceremo-

nially signed during the General Assembly by 

EUROLAB President.
EUROLAB General Assembly 09th April 2013, DARE!, Woerden, the Netherlands

EUROLAB held its well-attended National Members’ meeting 

on 08th October 2013 at the TÜV Austria Forum, Vienna, kindly 

hosted by Austrolab. 

NATIONAL 
MEMBERS 
MEETING

The delegates from 19 countries gathered at the meeting to discuss 

current developments within the Federation and laboratory area.  

Jiří Sobola, EUROLAB president, outlined the main achievements 

of the Federation in the last couple of years. The President high-

lighted the efforts of the EUROLAB Technical Committee for 

Quality Assurance in Testing and Calibration, chaired by Manfred 

Golze, in its support for the technical work of the Federation. In 

addition he emphasised the improvement of communications 

as well as the increase of EUROLAB’s international influence 

through vital cooperation with other stakeholders.

Stefan Haas, TÜV Austria CEO, welcomes EUROLAB  
National members at TÜV Austria Forum.

Traditional Viennese dinner at Heuriger Neustift am Wald
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EUROLAB STRUCTURE

EUROLAB BOARD OF  
ADMINISTRATORS

ADVISOR TO THE BOARD  
 /  DELEGATE FOR  
THE INTERNATIONAL  
AFFILIATES

President 

Jiří 
Sobola 

EUROLAB CZ 
Vice-President 

Jeff L
lewellyn 

BMTA 
Treasurer 

Jan Basten 

Fenelab 

Prof. D
r. H

orst Czichos 

EUROLAB-Deutschland 

Member 

Ewa Bulska 

POLLAB 

Member 

José Luis Sanchez 

Alvarez- Campana

EUROLAB España

EUROLAB-España

Member 

Alvaro Silva Ribeiro 

RELACRE Member 

Peter Blinksbjerg 

EUROLAB - D
enmark 

Representative of  

Associated Members 

Ömer G
üzel 

TURKLAB 

Member 

Marios Avraam 

CyprusLab 
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EUROLAB TECHNICAL  
COMMITTEES

EUROLAB  
GENERAL  
SECRETARIAT

TCQA Chair

Manfred Golze 

EUROLAB-Deutschland 

TCQA Vice-Chair 

Irache Visiers 

EUROLAB-España 

JTC PTC Co-Chair 

Philip
pe Dewolfs 

BELAB 

Drewin Nieuwenhuis 

CEOC International 

Secretary General 

Dagmar Kotová 

International Affairs 

Manager Franziska Kassler 

International Affairs 

Manager 
Laura Martin

 

EUROLAB Intern 
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CYPRUS 
CyprusLab
PO Box 27415
1645 Nicosia, Cyprus
Tel. : +357 224 582 60
Email.: avraam@globetech-group.com
Contact Person: Dr. Marios Avraam
 

DENMARK 
EUROLAB – Denmark
www.eurolabdanmark.dk
Thorsvej 10
DK-3300 Frederiksvaerk,
Denmark
Tel.: + 45 47 72 17 07
Email.: lps@labqa.dk
Contact Person: Mr. Lorens P. Sibbesen 

FINLAND 
EUROLAB – Finland
A.I. Virtasen Aukio 1
P.O. Box 55
FI - 00014 University of Helsinki
Tel.: +358 9 191 50 409
Email.:marja-leena.kuitunen@
helsinky.fi
Contact Person: Ms. Marja-Leena Kuitunen 
 

FRANCE 
EUROLAB – France
www.eurolab-france.asso.fr
Eurolab France c/o Sopemea
Zone Aéronautique Louis Bréguet
B.P. 48
78142 Vélizy-Villacoublay
Cedex / France
Tel.: +33 1 40 43 37 40
Email.: jean-luc.laurent@lne.fr
Contact Person: Mr. Jean-Luc Laurent 

 
GREECE
HellasLab
www.hellaslab.gr
Thesi Stefani
19300 Aspropyrgos, Attiki,
Greece
Tel.: +30 210 558 27 20
Email.: pericles.agathonos@
airliquide.com
Contact Person: Mr. Agathonos Pericles

GERMANY
EUROLAB - Deutschland
www.eurolab-d.bam.de
c/o Bundesanstalt für
Materialforschung und -prüfung
12205 Berlin, Unter den Eichen
87, Germany
Tel.: +49 30 8104 3769
Email.: eurolab-d@bam.de
Contact Person: Mr. Manfred Golze

ICELAND 
EUROLAB - Iceland
www.onefish.org
c/o Matís ohf.
Skulagata 4
101 Reykjavik, Iceland
Tel.: +354 522 9000
Email.: ada@nmi.is
Contact Person: Mr. Arnbjörnsson Aðalsteinn
 

ITALY 
ALPI – Associazione Laboratori
di Prova e Organismi di
Cerfificazione e Ispezione
www.alpiassociazione.it
Via Lapidari 12, 
40129 Bologna / Italy
Tel.: +390 516 12 16 98
Email.:claudio.raponi@alpiassociazione.it
Contact Person: Mr. Claudio Raponi 

NETHERLANDS 
Fenelab
www.fenelab.nl
Postbus 64
2260 AB LEIDSCHENDAM,
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 70 3378760
Email.: secretariaat@fenelab.nl
Contact Person: Ms Mariandl van den Andel
 

POLAND
POLLAB
www.pollab.pl
Klobucka Str. 23 A
02-699 Warsaw, Poland
Tel.: +48 22 4645 503
Email.: a.brzyski@wp.pl
Contact Person: Mr. Andrzej Brzyski

 
PORTUGAL
RELACRE
www.relacre.pt
Rua Filipe Folque, 2-6° Dto.
1050-113 Lisboa, Portugal
Tel.: +351 21313 98 40
Email: jose-duarte@ext.ptinovacao.pt
Contact Person: Mr. José Manuel 
dos Santos Duarte

ROMANIA 
EUROLAB – Romania
www.eurolabrom.ro
Str. Polona N°16, Sector 1
023692 Bucharest, Romania
Tel.: +40 21 242 16 43
Email.: office@eurolabrom.ro
Contact Person: Mr. Titus Anghelescu 
 
ROLAB
www.rolab.ro
Unirii Avenue, 61 no., F3 -building
030828 Bucharest 3, Romania
Tel.: +4021 320 33 05
Email: office_rolab@yahoo.com
Contact Person: Mrs. Mirela Adelaida Anghel

Active Members

AUSTRIA
AUSTROLAB
www.austrolab.at
Stadlauerstrasse 39/6
A-1220 Wien, Austria
Tel.: 0664/20 23 778
Email.: Glantschnigg@bvfs.at
Contact Person: Mr. Norbert Glantschnigg
Email: i.zirbs@aon.at
Secretary: Ms. Irene Zirbs 

BELGIUM
BELAB
www.belab.be
Mastellestraat 57
3020 Herent, Belgium
Tel.: +32 474 397800
Email: belab@ncsupport.be
Contact Person: Ms. Nicole Cossey

BULGARIA
BULLAB
34 General Totleben, Blvd.
Building 6, Floor 2
PO BOX 290
16006 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 95 33 420
Email: gtodorov69@mail.orbitel.bg
Contact Person: Dr. George Todorov

CZECH REPUPLIC
EUROLAB – CZ
Pražská 16, 102 21 Praha 10,
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 28 101 7382
Email.: futerova@csias.cz

Contact Person: Ms. Libuše Futerová

CROATIA 
CROLAB
www.crolab.hr
Berislavićeva 6
10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel.: +385 1610 6099
Email: scerjan@fkit.hr
Contact Person: Ms. Štefica
Cerjan Stefanović

 

MEMBER CONTACT LIST

MEMBER CONTACT LIST
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SWEDEN
EUROLAB – Sverige
www.eurolab-sverige.org
P.O. Box 857
50115 Boras, Sweden
Tel.: +46 105 16 50 07
Email.: magnus.holmgren@sp.se
Contact Person: Mr. Magnus Holmgren

SPAIN
EUROLAB – España
www.eurolab.org.es
C/Alenza, 1
28003 Madrid, Spain
Tel.: +34 9 13 99 01 74
Email: gerente@eurolab.org.es
Contact Person: Dr. Miguel Sánchez

SWITZERLAND
EUROLAB – CH
www.eurolab.ch
c/o SNV Swiss Association for
Standardization
Bürglistrasse 29
CH-8400 Winterthur
Tel.: +41 44 956 14 61
Email.: urs.von-kaenel@electrosuisse.ch
Contact Person: Mr. Urs von Känel

UNITED KINGDOM
BMTA - British Measurement
and Testing Association
www.bmta.co.uk
East Malling Enterprise Centre
New Road, East Malling
Kent, ME19 6BJ
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 (0)1723 897453
Email.: enquiries@bmta.co.uk
Contact Person: Dr. Jeff Llewellyn

Associated members

FYROM
MAKLAB
www.maklab.org.mk
bul. Kuzman Jositovski Pitu
br.28/3lok.13
skopje 1000, Macedonia
Tel.: +389 2 2448 058
Email: maklab@maklab.org.mk 
Contact Person: Mrs. Magdalena 
Trajkovska Trpevska

 
TURKEY
TURKLAB
www.turklab.org
Buyukdere Cad. Gokfiliz Ishani
K:3 No: 8 34387 Mecidiyekoy
Istanbul / Turkey
Tel.: +90 212 217 41 41
Email.: info@turklab.org

Contact Person: Mr. Ömer Güzel

 
International Affiliates

LEBANON
IRI – Industrial Research Institute
www.iri.org.lb
Lebanse University Campus
Hadath (Baabda)
P.O. Box 11 - 2806 Beirut
Lebanon
Tel.: + 961 5 467 831
Email.: info@iri.org.lb
Contact Person: Mr. Bassam Frenn

SOUTH AFRICA 
NLA
www.nla.org.za
P.O. Box 298
Perseqour Park, Pretoria, 0020
South Africa
Tel.: +27 12 349 1500
Email.: steves@nla.org.za
Contact Person: Mr. Steve Sidney 

USA
NCSLI
The national conference of Standards 
Laboratories International
www.ncsli.org
2995 Wilderness Place, Suite 107
Boulder, Colorado 80301-5404, USA
+0013 303 44 033 39
Email: info@ncsli.org
Contact Person: Ms. Roxanne M. Robinson

 

* CEN - CENELC 
CEC 
CEOC International 
EA 
EARTO 
EFNDT 
EFTA 
EURACHEM 
EURAMET 
EUROCER BUILDING 
NORDISK 
INNOVATION 
CENTRE 
UILI

MEMBER CONTACT LIST



EUROLAB
EUROLAB  aisbl - The European Federation of National Associations 
of Measurement, Testing and Analytical Laboratories 

EUROLAB aisbl was set up in Brussels on 27 April 1990 as a network of the laboratory 

community and in response to the evolution of the European Union and is since 1998 regis-

tered as a legal entity in the form of an international association under Belgian law (aisbl 

– association inter-nationale sans but lucratif). Composed of 23 national associations from 

the EU and EFTA, EUROLAB is grouping over 2,000 conformity assessment bodies repre-

senting over 100,000 technical experts and laboratory practitioners. Associated member-

ship is open world-wide and includes representatives from East and Middle East, South 

Africa and America. Besides formulating and voicing the opinion of laboratories regar-

ding economic, political and technical issues, EUROLAB aims at promoting cost-effective 

testing, calibration and measurement services, for which the accuracy and quality assu-

rance requirements were adjusted to the actual needs. These are particularly addressing 

European legislation, consumer protection, product and occupational safety.


